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Simulation Models for Economics 

 

The traffic-jam externalities model 

 

The goal of our work is to show how following agent´s decision can be affected by 

observation of current situation. 

The program is showing behavior of agents who are facing to a question what kind of 

vehicle (a car or a train) should they use following day with respect to their total today’s 

experience with travelling  (meaning a fictive value of their total experience from yesterday 

adjusted by experience of the current day).  

Generally thinking this model shows also the externalities that car drivers impose on 

each other. Theoretically traveling by train takes certain time regardless of number of 

commuters. Travelling time by car should increase as number of users increases due to 

congestion effect. So if too many agents decide to travel by car, it causes traffic jam. And the 

occurrence of traffic jam has an effect on agent´s following decision. According to previous 

experiences agents decide whether to travel by car or train. (From theoretical point of view 

their decision should depend on their personal traveling time by car which due to congestion 

effect can excess traveling time by train. The commuters make the choice as minimize their 

personal travel time without taking into account the increase of travel time caused to all other 

drivers. Anyway the economics calculations of market and social equilibrium adopted on 

these decision problems are captured in a work part of Maxima program.) 

 

The way how the program works: 

Based on the procedures described below the model’s agent will face a decision 

problem mentioned above for the first time in SETUP process (which is capturing building 

the world and executing the first decision of agents) and his choice will be based on his 

random income classification and value of experience given him also randomly. 
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According to his first decision the total number of “traffic-members” will be adjusted  

and also his current experience will be adjusted (as his current feeling about the traffic on the 

road).  

Further GO process will follow, in which based on this new computed current 

experience an agent will decide between vehicles again. His current experience and “traffic-

members” will be adjusted again. And so again and again tick by tick. 

 

The structure of the program 

The user is choosing the total number of agents in the world, traffic-jam threshold and 

threshold for preference of car by sliders in interface. 

All agents are divided in 3 different groups according to the random value of income 

(in the range 0 – 2000) assigned to each agent by “creating  agents” step. In the same step 

there is randomly assigned to each single agent also the value of previous experience of 

travelling (in the range 0 – 1). 

Description of 3 different types of agents : 

The first type is recognizable by the “face neutral” shape and yellow color. These 

agents could be called “non-car owners” (or low-income agents) because their income is in 

range 0 – 500 and so we assumed they don´t own a car. The agents are always placed in the 

train. 

For the second type is typical “car” shape (they own a car) and white color. According 

to their income greater than 1200 we call them “high-income agents” and we assume they 

always use a car, no matter what. 

And so the third type of agents is described by middle income (in range 500 – 1200) 

which implies they own a car. However they are also more sensible and so they can decide if 

to prefer a car or train journey in current time. Their “car” shape when they decide to change 

vehicle, so changed to use a train can be transformed to “face neutral” shape but they are still 

recognizable by their typical red color. 

All agents are given by experience first randomly and further this experience is 

adjusted by random value positively or negatively according to the fact if traffic jam has 
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arised or not. If the experience is exceeding the threshold of experience needed to decide for 

car journey (meaning “Prefer-car?-threshold” also stated by user’s slider in the beginning) the 

agents of the observed type prefer car as their experience with traffic is high enough to join 

the road. In contrary if their experience is lower than “Prefer-car?-threshold” middle-income 

agents will use the train. 

That is the main principle of this model. But in the order to apply and execute it 

correctly it was necessary to introduce also counting of traffic commuters. In consequence 

that the computation is diverse in the case of first decision and in the case of following ones, 

we applied the procedure of first decision directly to SETUP button. A counter will count 

traffic commuters as “traffic-members”. It will start from 0 adding the high-income agents 

who will join the traffic in any case and adding also the middle-income agents who will 

decide to use a car. Those who will not do the counter in the procedure of the first decision 

will just not consider. 

In contrary the procedure of any other decisions applied to GO button will then adjust 

the counter. It will add middle-income agents to “traffic-members” in case that they will 

decide to use a car if the current situation is not a traffic-jam. In opposite it will subtract 

middle-income agents from “traffic-members” in case that they will choose a train if the 

current situation is a traffic-jam. 

For considering a situation on the road as a traffic-jam there will be considered an 

excess of the number of “traffic-members” over the number established as the “Traffic-jam 

threshold”. 

The last but not least is the experience feature. For decision in the next step it is 

necessary to know and to remember experience from current situation. So the “remember-

experience” procedure is adjusting the first randomly assigned experience (in range 0 – 1) 

positively or negatively according to current occurrence of traffic-jam (negative adjustment) 

or not (positive adjustment). 

Visualization of the decision problem: 

First the patches are asked to set up agents’ homes, road for the cars and railway for 

the train. This patch procedure creates homes, the road and railway based on different color 

settings for a certain range of patches.  
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One of patches is also asked to be indicator of traffic jam, meaning in case of traffic-

jam it is going to show its label “TRAFFIC JAM”. 

The user can choose the number (threshold)  of “car” agents which will cause traffic 

jam by slider “Traffic-jam-threshold”. 

After creating of the world there are created also agents according to the total number 

of agents established by slider in the beginning. The separation of agents through different 

income is random. High-income agents are always placed on the road and low-income agents 

in the train. Only middle-income agents can change travel option from road to train or vice 

versa. We place emphasis on this group, as the decision of middle-income agents can cause 

traffic-jam.  

For ensuring that any two cars are not placed in the same patch, we ask every single 

patch if it is free or not. 

The agents who are changing the form of travelling will also change their shape. On 

the road they are displayed as cars, but in the train as human faces “face neutral”. However 

they will not change their color so user can easily recognize them if they are in the train or on 

the road. 
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THE CODE OF PROGRAM 

 

The following pages describe the most important part of the program code. Just for 
better understanding of 2 main procedures we provde first also the variables’ introducing and 
the structure of SETUP and GO. 

globals [traffic-members   ; a number of agents currently on the road (using a car) 

  homes    ; an agentset of green patches  

  road    ; an agentset of gray patches 

                railway     ; an agentset of light gray patches 

  train     ; an agentset of gray patches on railway 

  traffic-jam-indicator]   ; a patch which indicates traffic jam by label "TRAFFIC JAM"   

                

turtles-own [income  ; an income of each agent choosed randomly in range 0 - 1500 

experience ; total traffic experience of each agent after meeting or not a traffic jam 
during a day (tick)) - first setted up randomly then always adjusted by +/- 0.1 
according to previous experience of jam or not  

      prefer-car?]  ; true if experience of agent is > Prefer-car?-threshold 

 

TO SETUP 

clear-all 

setup-world   ; a procedure creating the world 

create-indicators   ; a procedure creating the indicator of traffic jam 

create-turtles-all   ; a procedure creating the agents 

reset-ticks 

; GO-FirstDecision 

do-decision-first-time ; a procedure separating the agents to using a train or a car for the 
first time (it means if an agent using a car decides to use a train this 
fact does not affect the number of traffic-members)  

  indicate-traffic-jam   ; a procedure activating the traffic jam indicator 

  remember-experience  ; a procedure noting and adjusting a current experience of each 
agent according to the previous one 

  tick 

END 
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TO GO 

do-decision-any-other-time  ; a procedure separating the agents to using a train or a car 

indicate-traffic-jam   ; a procedure activating the traffic jam indicator 

remember-experience  ; a procedure noting and adjusting a current experience of 
each agent according to the previous one 

tick  

END   

 

Now we can describe the 2 main parts of the code. There are procedures “create-turtles-all” and “do-
decision-any-other-time”. 

 

“CREATE-TURTLES-ALL” 

The first one of 2 key procedures of this model. It is placed in SETUP button and its main task is to 
create agents of the world, to spred them around the world and  to separate them in 3 different visual groups 
according to a randomly assigned income.  

This procedure creats the number of agents according to the “Number-of-agent” slider in interface. After 
displaying requested amount of turtles they are spread among home patches (pretending agents’ homes – green 
field). There are set up also the most important issues necessary for simulation as an income and experience. 
These features are assigned to each single agent randomly from a certain range of values. Based on the income 
diversification there are 3 groups of agents taking on themselves different shapes and colors. 

Low-income individuals with income ≤ 500 are wearing the “face neutral” shape and yellow color. Their only 
vehicle will be a train according to their low income ( they are considered as non-car owners). 

High-income individuals with income > 1200 are wearing the “car” shape and white color. We assume them as 
agents who prefer comfort and that is why they will always travel by their car. 

Middle-income individuals with 500 <  income  ≤ 1200 have red color. They own a car, but there are sensible on 
saving their time, so due to congestion on road they could decide between using a car or a train. Depending on 
their decision they will wear or “car” (if they will use the car) or “face neutral” shape (if they will use the train). 

The code of the procedure 

to create-turtles-all 

  crt NumberOfAgents 

  [separate-agents-on homes 

   set income random 2000 

   set experience random-float 1] 

  ask turtles with [income <= 500]  
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  [set shape "face neutral" 

   set color yellow] 

  ask turtles with [income > 500] 

  [ifelse income <= 1200 

  [set shape "car" 

   set color red] 

  [set shape "car" 

   set color white]] 

end 

 

“DO-DECISION-ANY-OTHER-TIME” 

The second of 2 key procedure of this model. It could be named also as heart of the model. This 
procedure is executing the process of doing agents’ decisions. It is placed in the GO button as main procedure, 
but its modification for the first decision based on different way of creating the input data and computing the 
traffic commuters is placed also to SETUP button. But the main principles remain the same. 

The procedure starts with calling turtles to consider if their current experience is greater than “Prefer-car?-
threshold”  . If it is so then the turtles are asked to set to themselves the state of preference of car. 

Following steps automatically execute estimated assumptions of  low- and high- income individuals and their 
travel preferences. So that agents are moved to the train or to the road. If they are moved to road the counter of 
traffic commuters named “Traffic-members” is activated. 

In the last step procedure executes the decisions of middle-income individuals. These are considering 2 facts. 
First whether the traffic jam occurred in the previous situation (tick) or not. And the second if they will prefer to 
travel by car or not in the current tick according to their total  personal experience (adjusted positively or 
negatively with respect to the previous situations (traffic jam or not)). 

If the previous situation will be considered for traffic jam it will have negative effect on agents’ experience and 
some of them will decide to use the train. In this case in the computation of the “Traffic-members” will 
subtracted amount of agents equal  to the number of agents leaving the road and joining the train. The agents 
changing their minds are also changing their shape but not the color. Those agents who are keeping their 
decision state are not counted anywhere. 

Otherwise, if the previous situation will not be considered for traffic jam it will have positive effect on agents’ 
experience and some of them will decide to use the car instead of the train. In this case in the computation of the 
“Traffic-members” will add amount of agents equal to the number of agents leaving the train and joining the 
road. With changing the vehicle is changed also the shape of agent. Those agents who are keeping their decision 
state are not considered by process of counting the “Traffic-members”. 

The code of the procedure 

to do-decision-any-other-time 

ask turtles 
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[set prefer-car? (experience > Prefer-car?-threshold)] 

 

ask turtles with [income <= 500]  

     [ move-to one-of train 

     separate-agents-on train] 

      

ask turtles with [income > 1200] 

  [ move-to one-of road 

    separate-agents-on road 

    set traffic-members traffic-members + 1] 

      

ask turtles with [income > 500 and income <= 1200] 

[ifelse traffic-members >= traffic-jam-threshold 

 [ifelse prefer-car? 

     [ set shape "car" 

       move-to one-of road 

       separate-agents-on road] 

     [ set shape "face neutral" 

       move-to one-of train 

       separate-agents-on train 

       set traffic-members traffic-members - 1]] 

 [ifelse prefer-car? 

     [ set shape "car" 

       move-to one-of road 

       separate-agents-on road 

       set traffic-members traffic-members + 1] 

     [ set shape "face neutral" 

       move-to one-of train 

       separate-agents-on train]]] 

end 
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THINGS TO TRY AND NOTICE 

How these model works in general 

The model has 3 variables regulable by sliders in interface and it is : 

§ the total Number-of-agents, 
§ Traffic-jam-threshold which shows how many car users cause traffic jam and  
§ Preffer-car?-threshold which is the ratio of accumulated experience which have to be 

exceeded in order to make agents to choose car journey.  

Lets focus first on an ordinary case as in the following picture. The total number of agents 

over 200, the value of traffic jam threshold setted approximately by ¾ of its max.,  the value 

of prefer-car?-threshold less than ½ .  

The program settings allow the middle-income agents (captured by red color) to 

change decisions from using a car to using a train and reversly. 

The first picture shows the case  when traffic jam arises. The number of „traffic-

members“ exceeds „Traffic-jam-threshold“ and this is reason why traffic jam is observed. We 

can see only 4 middle-income agents joined in the train. 
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Immediately after the current agents‘ decision (if to use a car or a train) which (how 

we can see above) causes traffic jam will be affected the current agent’s experience 

(negatively in the case of traffic jam). This fact will imply that in next round of decision some 

of middle-income agents who are using a car in the current tick will change their opinion. 

They will join the train  in the following tick. 

In next picture we can observe more middle-income agents traveling by train.  

 

Now we can see that traffic jam does not occur and it will be reason that in the 

following step some of middle-income agents already travelling by train will again change 

their opinion and in the next tick will prefer to use a car. 
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Difference in Preffer-car?-threshold 

Lets consider a situation in the following cases where the total number of agents 

selected as 201 agents and “Traffic-jam- threshold” set as 113 car users which cause traffic  

jam. The issue to which we will pay attention will be the „Preffer-car?-threshold“. Lets take 2 

different values of it: 

 

A) Preffer-car?-threshold = 0.23                       B) Preffer-car?-threshold = 1 

  

Histograms of mean experience and standard deviation of experience are shoving the 

differences after 750 ticks. 

If we take a look at  plots below which show how many agents are using car at certain 

time, we can see that number of car users is oscilating about number which is set as „Traffic-

jam-threshold“.   

A) Traffic Members after 750 ticks  B) Traffic Members after 750 ticks 

 

The results show the total number of traffic members  in these two cases are 

comparable. But the difference is a consequence of  different values of the „Preffer-car?-

threshold“. 
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In the case A) (as on the picture below – after 750 ticks) when „Preffer-car?-

threshold“ is set quite low means that in the beggining of simulation in the set of SETUP 

procedures there will be relatively more middle-income agents asked to use car. It is because 

of fact that agents are set by experience randomly from 0 to 1 and it is more probable that 

agent´s experience exceeds „Preffer-car?-threshold“ estimated as  0.23 . We can see that mean 

experience is ocilating in range aproximately +/- 1.  

In the extreme case when Preffer-car?-threshold would be set as 0.00 all middle-

income agents would be asked to join road in the setup estimation (see the next picture). 

A – extreme )             B)  

Situation in the world after 1 tick = setup estimation          Situation in the world after 1 tick = setup estimation 

  

A) Situation in the world after 750 ticks   B) Situation in the world after 750 ticks 
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In the case B) (as on the pictures above)  „Preffer-car?-threshold“ is set on maximum 

(1) . It causes that in the first step, when middle-income agents are asked to go on road  or in 

train, none of them is on the road, because his randomly set experience is set less than 1. We 

can see that mean experience is oscilating much more than in previous case. 

 

Difference in Traffic-jam-threshold 

In the following cases we will study better the models which have the same total 

number of agents (201) and the same „Preffer-car?-threshold“ set as 0.40. The difference is in 

the number of cars which causes traffic jam and it is set in our model as “Traffic-jam-

threshold“. 

A) Traffic-jam-threshold = 150      B) Traffic-jam-threshold = 55 

   

 

The number of traffic-member is oscilating around number of traffic-jam threshold, 

which has the main effect on agent´s decision. We can see that mean experience has positive 

numbers. 

A) Traffic Members after 170 ticks    B) Traffic Members after 170 ticks  
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In the case A) „Traffic-jam-threshold“ is set quite high, what means that we need 150 

cars to cause traffic jam. When we consider 201 as amount of all agents, and when low-

income agents are set randomly for example lets say 40 agents , it means that middle-income 

agents and high-income agents are captured by sum of 170 agents. Because of so high 

„Traffic-jam-threshold“ (150) most of middle-income agents  use cars and only some of them 

use the train (see a picture below). 

 

A) Situation in the world after 170 ticks    B) Situation in the world after 170 ticks  

  

 

In the extreme case when we set traffic-jam-threshold extremely high as for example 

180, after some rounds, we would see that traffic jam is never going to happen. Why? It 

would be a consequence of the fact, that  randomly set number of low-income agents will 

probably exceeding  21 agents and so total number of middle and high-income agents will 

never exceed  180 car users which are needed to cause traffic jam. In this case after some 

rounds all middle-income and high-income agents will use cars and none middle-income 

agent will be changed to using of car. In the following picture of this extreme case we can see 

that number of traffic-members which is 162 equals to sum of total middle and high-income 

agents and it will be stabilized on this number. 
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In the case B)  (a picture on the previous page) „Traffic-jam-threshold“ is set quite 

low. It means that only low amount of car users are needed to cause traffic jam. It is obvious 

that it is big probability that traffic jam will happen. After some rounds when middle-income 

agents has possibility to change travel vehicle and according to previous negative experience 

with traffic jams  they decide to leave road. They never join road again, because their 

accumutaled experience has negative number and it never exceeds „Preffer-car?-threshold“ 

needed to change decision for using car. So we could see that number of „Traffic-members“  

will be stabilized on the exact number which captures only number of high-income agents on 

the road. 

The following pictures are diplaying the situation in the world with settings described 

in the B) case after a few ticks. As we can observe the situation changes rapidly. 
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B) Situation in the world after 1tick  B) Situation in the world after 3 ticks 

 

B) Situation in the world after 4 ticks  B) Situation in the world after 5 ticks 

 

 

 

 


